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Aim: This meta-analysis aimed to assess the effect of high-frequency repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (HF-rTMS) for the treatment of depression in patients with Parkinson’s
disease (PD).
Methods: The design was a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The participants were patients with PD who suffered from depression. The interventions were HF-rTMS
alone or in combination with other treatments compared with sham-rTMS, placebo, and antidepressant treatments. The primary outcome measure was changes in depressive symptoms,
defined as the mean change in the total depression score. The secondary outcome was changes
in motor symptoms, defined by Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale part III scores, and
the acceptability, defined as the risk of all-cause discontinuation. These were expressed as
mean differences (MDs), standardized mean differences (SMDs), or risk ratios (RRs) with
95% confidence intervals (CIs).
Results: We identified nine suitable trials, with data from 332 participants. For the patients with
depression in PD, HF-rTMS was not better than sham-rTMS (SMD =-0.33, 95% CI -0.83 to
0.17) or selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (SMD =0.07, 95% CI -0.52 to 0.18)
for the treatment of depressive symptoms. However, the motor benefits after treatment with
HF-rTMS might be better than sham-rTMS (MD =-2.80, 95% CI -5.45 to -0.15) and SSRIs
(MD =-2.70, 95% CI -4.51 to -0.90).
Conclusion: This meta-analysis provides some evidence that in patients with PD with depression, HF-rTMS may lead to improvement in motor function but not in depression compared
with sham-rTMS or SSRIs.
Keywords: sham-repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, selective serotonin re-uptake
inhibitors, depressive symptoms, motor symptoms
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease,
associated with major disability issues and increased mortality.1,2 Non-motor symptoms in PD, such as depressive symptoms, major depressive disorder (MDD), and
dysthymia, affect 13%–51.7% of all PD patients.2–4 However, there is evidence that
overlapping symptoms of the two disorders may confound the diagnosis of depression
in patients with PD.5,6 Moreover, mild depression is an especially common symptom in
the early stages of PD and is associated with increased disability, rapid progression of
motor symptoms, and increased mortality.7
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As depression results in disability and poor quality of
life, recognition and sufficient treatment of its symptoms
are important objectives in the management of PD.8 To date,
antidepressants, such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are the most commonly used antidepressant
treatment used in patients with depression and PD. However,
the lack of strong evidence supporting the efficacy of antidepressants, the side-effects of antidepressants potentially
worsening some pre-existing non-motor problems, and the
burden of polypharmacy have led many clinicians to seek
non-pharmacological treatments for depressive symptoms
and MDD in PD patients.9,10
As a noninvasive procedure, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) does not require surgery or anesthesia. It is a well-tolerated technique for brain stimulation
based on electromagnetic induction.11 There is evidence that
high frequency (HF)-rTMS of the left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) can ameliorate depression.12–14 Furthermore,
two of the largest meta-analyses on the topic showing that
HF-rTMS favored sham-rTMS in patients with MDD.15,16
Based on its favorable side-effect profile and tolerability,
rTMS seems to be a useful tool for treating concurrent PD
and depression.17 Several previous controlled clinical trials
indicated that low frequency (LF) (,1 Hz)-rTMS was superior to sham-rTMS, and that it could successfully be applied
as a potential therapy in PD.18–20 Moreover, one meta-analysis
published in 2015 also confirmed the benefit of LF-rTMS on
depression in PD, and HF-rTMS had similar antidepressant
efficacy as SSRIs.10 However, a systematic review and metaanalysis of randomized controlled trials suggest that SSRIs
are no more effective than placebo in treating depression in
PD patients.21 Moreover, there are contradictory data available on the efficacy of HF-rTMS in this special depression.
For example, Pal et al reported that HF-rTMS had better
efficacy than sham stimulation for depressive symptoms in
PD.22 However, recently a multicenter, double-blind, randomized controlled trial (RCT) demonstrated that HF-rTMS and
sham stimulation had comparable efficacy for depressive
symptoms in PD.23 Therefore, the effectiveness of HF-rTMS
is still unknown due to the small sizes of studies comparing
HF-rTMS and sham-rTMS.
Recently, several high-quality, sham-controlled, RCTs of
HF-rTMS in treating depression in PD patients have been
published.23–25 Therefore, there is an urgent need for additional systematic review to reassess the efficacy of HF-rTMS
in treating depression in PD patients. We conducted a metaanalysis to review the literature systematically to evaluate
the effects of HF-rTMS in the treatment of depression in
PD patients.
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Methods
A systematic review of peer-reviewed literature relating to the
effect of HF-rTMS on depression in patients with PD was conducted in accordance with a study protocol registered on the
PROSPERO database (record number CRD42017076693).
The protocol was informed by the Cochrane Handbook
for Systematic Reviews of Interventions,26 and reporting
conformed to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analysis statement.27

Eligibility criteria
Criteria for considering studies for this systematic review
were:

Type of studies
All published RCTs, including cluster RCT, were systematically searched in this review. Controlled (non-randomized)
clinical trials, prospective and retrospective cohort studies,
case-control or nested case control studies, cross-sectional
studies, case series, and case reports were excluded.

Types of participants
Subjects were diagnosed with idiopathic PD based on UK
brain bank criteria28 and also had a clinical diagnosis of
depression.

Types of interventions
HF-rTMS (.1 Hz) compared with sham-rTMS or antidepressant treatments. Antidepressant treatments includes tricyclic
antidepressants (TCA), selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors
(SNRI), and monoamine-oxidase inhibitors (MAOI).

Outcomes
The primary outcome measure was a change in depression
rating scales, including the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD),29 Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating
Scale (MADRS),30 and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI),31
after the completion of HF-rTMS treatment compared with
baseline (pretreatment) scores.
Secondary outcomes measures included changes in
motor symptoms with Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating
Scale part III (UPDRS-III)32 scores after the completion of
HF-rTMS treatment compared with baseline (pretreatment)
scores, and the acceptability of the treatment, defined as risk
of all-cause discontinuation.

Search methods for identification of studies
Potentially eligible trials were identified by searching the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL),
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2018:14
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PubMed, Embase, PsycINFO, and clinical trials websites.
The reference lists of potential studies were also screened to
identify other relevant studies. Keywords used in the searches
were ‘parkin* AND (‘transcranial magnetic stimulation’ OR
rTMS)’ (Box S1). The search was performed from inception
until July 2017. There were no restrictions by study design,
setting, or country.

blinding, missing data, selective reporting, and sources of
funding biases.

Data collection and analysis

Measures of treatment effect

The review was performed in accordance with instructions
given in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews
of Interventions.26

Selection of studies
Two reviewers, BQ and MXY, identified trials for inclusion
independently of each other. Excluded studies and the reason
for exclusion were recorded.

Data extraction
The two authors independently screened the search output
to identify records of potentially eligible trials examining
the targeted outcomes, the full texts of which were retrieved
and assessed for inclusion. A standardized form was used
to extract data from the included studies for assessment of
study quality and evidence synthesis. Extracted information
included the following: 1) the first author, year and language
of publication, sample size, sex ratio (male/female), mean
age of subjects, and diagnostic criteria for depression and
PD; 2) study design, depression scale used, and duration of
study; and 3) intervention characteristics of the trial groups
(stimulation site and intensity and number of treatment sessions) and control groups. The two reviewers extracted data
independently; if any disagreements on the eligibility of
studies occurred these were discussed with another specialized investigator to resolve the dispute. Missing data were
requested from study authors. If there was doubt as to whether
trials completely or partially shared participants (with common authors and centers), we contacted the study authors to
ascertain whether the study report had been duplicated.

Risk of bias
Two reviewers (BQ and HC) independently assessed the
validity of the included studies, with provisions for moderation from a third reviewer. The risk of bias of RCTs was
assessed independently using the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions.26 This tool classifies the
studies as having low, moderate, or high risk of bias across
six domains: sequence generation, allocation concealment,
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2018:14

Assessment of reporting bias
Where 10 or more studies were identified for each outcome,
we assessed publication bias by visual assessment of funnel
plots and Egger’s test.26

For dichotomous variables, we calculated the risk ratios
(RRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). For continuous
variables, we calculated the mean differences (MDs) with
95% CIs for outcomes such as UPDRS-III scores, and standardized mean differences (SMDs) with 95% CIs for the
depression rating scales (when different scales were used).

Assessment of heterogeneity
We explored heterogeneity within each meta-analysis using
a χ2 test with significance set at p=0.10, and expressed the
percentage of heterogeneity due to variation rather than to
chance as I 2.33 We defined heterogeneity as follows: (1) I 2,
0–40%: no or mild heterogeneity; (2) I 2, 40%–80%: moderate
heterogeneity; (3) I 2, .80%: severe heterogeneity. In the
presence of severe heterogeneity, meta-analysis was not
performed.

Data synthesis
We utilized a random-effects model because it took into
account the fact that the true treatment effects had likely
varied between the RCTs included. For continuous variables, pooled SMDs or MDs and 95% CIs were calculated.
For dichotomous variables, pooled ORs and 95% CIs were
calculated. When necessary, sensitivity and subgroup analysis was conducted. All analyses were performed using
RevMan version 5.3, and p-values #0.05 were considered
significant.

Results
Description of studies
Search results

A total of 466 citations were identified through database
searches. After screening the titles and abstracts, 439 were
excluded because they failed to meet the inclusion criteria. No
additional references were identified by reference searching.
By scanning the full text of the remaining 27 studies,
18 studies were removed according to the inclusion criteria.
In total, nine publications describing nine RCTs fulfilled the
inclusion and exclusion criteria and provided the quantitative
data for this review (Figure 1).20,34–37
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of the selection of the studies.

Study characteristics

Risk of bias in included studies

Table 1 describes these nine RCTs, which contained 332
PD patients with depression, composed of 148 patients
receiving sham-rTMS or SSRIs (mean age range 59.05±6.8
to 67.5±7.9 years) and 184 patients receiving HF-rTMS
(mean age range 59.6±12.6 to 69±13.5 years). The number
of participants in each study included in this meta-analysis
ranged from 21 to 61 and the duration of treatment ranged
from 10 days to 8 weeks. Focal rTMS of the left DLPFC
were reported in eight studies, while the remaining three
studies reported that of the primary motor cortex (M1) and
M1 + left DLPFC. Five RCTs used 5 Hz, two RCTs used
10 Hz, and two RCTs used 15 Hz. In the control groups,
there are four SSRIs studies (three fluoxetine studies and
one paroxetine study), and five sham-rTMS trials. In most
studies, depression was diagnosed according to Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders criteria. In terms
of outcome measures, seven studies used the HRSD to evaluate the severity of depression and the MADRS was used in
two studies.

The risk of bias in individual trials is shown in Figure 2, and
the proportions of trials with low risk, unclear risk, and high
risk of bias in each of the domains are shown in Figure 3.
All studies included claimed randomization, and six articles
described the method of random sequence generation (random number table and computer generated). Allocation
concealment was unclear in all trials. Seven studies reported
the blinding of participants and eight studies reported the
blinding of assessors. Six trials reported completeness of
follow-up for the outcome. Selective reporting was found in
three trials. Sources of funding were reported in five trials,
of which all were funded by independent sources.
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Depressive symptoms: seven studies reported HRSD
scores and two studies reported MADRS scores as the outcome measures for 326 of the participants included in this
analysis. Of these, five studies compared the outcomes with
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Table 1 Characteristics of studies included in meta-analysis
Study

Depression Country Sample
criteria/
size (n)
PD criteria

Age (years)

Boggio
et al,
200534

DSM IV/
UK brain
bank criteria

USA

25

65.2±8.25
15/10

Brys
et al,
201623

DSM IV/
UK brain
bank criteria

USA

61

Cardoso DSM IV/
et al,
UK brain
200835
bank criteria

Brazil

21

Chen
et al,
201136

HRSD $13/
no stated

China

49

Fregni
et al,
200437

DSM IV/
UK brain
bank criteria

USA

42

Makkos
et al,
201625
Pal et al,
201022

DSM-IV-TR/
UK brain
bank criteria
DSM IV/
UK brain
bank criteria

Hungary

46

Hungary

22

Shin
et al,
201624

DSM IV/
UK brain
bank criteria

Korea

21

Wu
et al,
201320

HRSD $8/
UK brain
bank criteria

China

45

Intervention

Outcome
measure

Sex M/F (n)
Trial

Control

Trial

Control

Focal rTMS of the left
DLPFC; 15 Hz, 110% MT,
40 trains, 5 s on for
10 sessions for 2 weeks
64.9±8.0 (DLPFC + M1), 64.0±7.4,
Focal rTMS of the
59.6±12.6 (M1),
11/4
DLPFC + M1/M1/left
64.6±12.3 (DLPFC),
DLPFC; 10 Hz, 50 trains,
11/9, 9/5, 6/6 (sham)
25 min for the left DLPFC
and 12.5 min for M1 on for
10 sessions for 2 weeks
67±8.3,
63±7.1,
Focal rTMS of the left
no stated
no stated
DLPFC; 5 Hz, 120% MT,
50 trains, 15 s on for
12 sessions for 4 weeks
60.70±8.9,
59.05±6.8
Focal rTMS of the left
13/12
13/11
DLPFC; 5 Hz, 110% MT,
80 trains, interval 10 s for
16 sessions for 8 weeks
65.3±7.8,
66.0±8.5,
Focal rTMS of the left
11/10
15/6
DLPFC; 15 Hz, 110% MT,
40 trains, 5 s on for
10 sessions for 2 weeks
67 (60–73),
66 (62–70),
Focal rTMS of M1; 5 Hz,
13/10
11/10
90% MT, 12 trains, 10 s on
for 10 sessions for 2 weeks
68.5 (59.5–70.0),
67.5 (57–72), Focal rTMS of the left
6/6
5/5
DLPFC; 5 Hz, 90% MT, 10 s
on, 20 s off, 600 impulses/day
for 10 days
69 (55–82),
67 (54–79),
Focal rTMS of the left
6/4
2/6
DLPFC; 5 Hz, 90% MT,
12 trains, 10 s on for
10 sessions for 2 weeks
66.11±11.62,
65.69±10.28, Focal rTMS of the left
11/11
12/11
DLPFC; 10 Hz,
90%–100% MT, 1,740 pulse/d
for 15 sessions for 3 weeks

Fluoxetine
1.	HRSD
20 mg/day
2. BDI
for 8 weeks 3. UPDRS-III
Sham rTMS

1.	HRSD
2. BDI
3. UPDRS-III

Fluoxetine
1.	HRSD
20 mg/day
2. BDI
for 4 weeks 3. UPDRS-III
Paroxetine 1.	HRSD
20 mg/day
2. UPDRS-III
for 8 weeks
Fluoxetine
1.	HRSD
20 mg/day
2. BDI
for 2 weeks 3. UPDRS-III
Sham-rTMS

Sham-rTMS

Sham-rTMS

Sham-rTMS

1. MADRS
2. BDI
3. UPDRS-III
1. MADRS
2. BDI
3. UPDRS-III
1.	HRSD
2. MADRS
3. BDI
4. UPDRS-III
1.	HRSD
2. UPDRS-III

Abbreviations: BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DSM-IV-TR, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 4th-text
revision edition; F, female; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; HF-rTMS, high-frequency rTMS; HRSD, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; M, male; M1,
primary motor cortex; MT, motor threshold; MADRS, Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale; SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; UPDRS-III, Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.

sham-rTMS and four studies compared the outcomes with
SSRIs. The pooled SMD was calculated using direct weights
defined as the inverse of the variance of SMD for each study,
which was -0.33 (95% CI =-0.83 to 0.17, p=0.20, heterogeneity test: τ 2=0.27, χ2=14.87, p=0.02, I 2=60%, with moderate
heterogeneity [Figure 4]) between the HF-rTMS compared
with sham-rTMS groups. There were no significant statistical
differences between the HF-rTMS and sham-rTMS groups or
the HF-rTMS and SSRI groups (SMD =0.07, 95% CI -0.52 to
0.18, p=0.34; heterogeneity test: τ 2=0.18, χ2=21.93, p=0.02,
I 2=54%, with moderate heterogeneity [Figure 4]).

Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 2018:14

Secondary outcomes
Eight studies reported UPDRS-III scores to reflect the motor
symptoms in 308 participants included in this analysis.
Of these, four studies compared the outcomes with shamrTMS and four studies compared the outcomes with SSRIs.
The effect size of UPDRS-III score was larger in HF-rTMS
group than in the sham-rTMS group (MD =-2.80, 95%
CI -5.45 to -0.15, p=0.04; heterogeneity test: τ 2=0.00,
χ2=0.81, p=0.98, I 2=0%, with no heterogeneity [Figure 5]).
Furthermore, HF-rTMS may also have an additional advantage with evidence of some improvement in UPDRS-III
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discontinuation, and there were no significant statistical differences between the HF-rTMS and sham-rTMS or SSRIs
groups (Figure S1).
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Subgroup analysis
We performed subgroup analysis according to rTMS site
(left DLPFC, M1, left DLPFC + M1) (Figure S2). Among
the nine RCTs included, four performed focal rTMS of the
left DLPFC compared with sham-rTMS (SMD =-0.22, 95%
CI: -0.82 to 0.37, p=0.46), four performed focal rTMS of
the left DLPFC compared with SSRIs (SMD =0.07, 95%
CI: -0.27 to 0.41, p=0.68), two performed focal rTMS of the
M1 compared with sham-rTMS (SMD =-0.80, 95% CI: -1.89
to 0.29, p=0.15), and one performed focal rTMS of the left
DLPFC + M1 compared with sham-rTMS (SMD =0.27, 95%
CI: -0.72 to 1.26, p=0.60). Overall, in this subgroup, there
were no significant differences (p=0.39).

Discussion

Figure 2 Risk of bias summaries for individual studies.

scores compared with SSRIs (MD =-2.70, 95% CI -4.51
to -0.90, p=0.003; heterogeneity test: τ 2=0.00, χ2=1.62,
p=1.00, I 2=0%, with no heterogeneity [Figure 5]). For
acceptability, seven studies reported the outcome of all-cause

The objective of our meta-analysis was to assess the efficacy
and acceptability of HF-rTMS in patients with depression
and PD. In this meta-analysis of nine studies involving
332 patients, we revealed no significant benefit of HF-rTMS
in the treatment of depression in the context of PD. Compared with sham-rTMS, the HF-rTMS findings indicated
no improvement of depressive symptoms in patients with
depression and PD. While compared to SSRIs treatment,
our results showed no significant effects of HF-rTMS in
improving depressive symptoms. Interestingly, we found
that HF-rTMS may be a more effective treatment for motor
symptoms than sham-rTMS or SSRIs. In terms of acceptability, there was no significant difference between HF-rTMS
and sham-rTMS, or between HF-rTMS and SSRIs.
Although rTMS has been focused upon as the promising therapeutic tool in patients with PD, previous rTMS
studies of patients with PD have mainly targeted motor

Random sequence generation (selection bias)
Allocation concealment (selection bias)
Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)
Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)
Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)
Selective reporting (reporting bias)
Other bias
0%
Low risk of bias

Unclear risk of bias

25%

50%

75%

100%

High risk of bias

Figure 3 Risk of bias summaries for all studies.
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Figure 4 Forest plots demonstrating summary effect estimates for depressive symptoms. Effect estimates derived using random-effects meta-analysis. Heterogeneity
expressed as χ2 and I2.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; HF-rTMS, high-frequency rTMS; IV, inverse variance; SSRIs, selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors; SMD, standardized mean difference.

symptoms rather than non-motor symptoms.10,14 Although,
HF-rTMS was well tolerated and found to be statistically
and clinically effective in patients with treatment-resistant
depression.38,39 However, it was unclear whether HF-rTMS
could produce superior effects in patients with depression
and PD, as RCTs that have explored the relative efficacies of
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this method and sham stimulation have shown inconsistent
results.22–25 Moreover, Xie et al’s meta-analysis showed that
HF-rTMS has the same antidepressant efficacy as SSRIs,
although unfortunately, none of the RCTs included targeted
sham-rTMS.10 Our meta-analysis is in agreement with a
previous study showing that HF-rTMS has no significant
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Figure 5 Forest plots demonstrating summary effect estimates for motor symptoms. Effect estimates derived using random-effects meta-analysis. Heterogeneity expressed
as χ2 and I2.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; HF-rTMS, high-frequency rTMS; IV, inverse variance; MD, mean difference; SSRIs,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
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antidepressant effects in patients with depression and PD,
when compared with SSRIs. Additionally, our results show
that the pooled effect of HF-rTMS for depression in PD is
not significantly different to sham-rTMS. Therefore, based
on the results of our study and the previous study, there is
insufficient evidence to support the hypothesis that HF-rTMS
can produce superior effects in patients with depression and
PD, with no significant difference between HF-rTMS and
SSRIs on the treatment of depressive symptoms. In future,
large-scale and multicenter RCTs directly comparing the
antidepressant efficacy of HF-rTMS and sham-rTMS are
needed to verify the hypothesis.
A previous study has provided some evidence that HFrTMS presumably increases the excitability of the stimulated
cortex.40 Moreover, several controlled clinical trials and
systematic reviews have shown that high-frequency rTMS can
be successfully applied as a potential therapy for Parkinsonian
motor function.41–43 Therefore, HF-rTMS might be an acceptable treatment for motor symptoms in depression in the
context of PD. However, these previous rTMS studies of
Parkinsonian motor symptoms have mainly targeted patients
with PD alone rather than the patients with comorbid depression. A current network meta-analysis also found that SSRIs
had efficacy for the treatment of depression in PD patients and
could improve patients’ motor function, but with significant
adverse effects.44 Additionally, our study provides evidence
that HF-rTMS may be superior not only to sham-rTMS but
also SSRIs, in treating motor functioning in PD with comorbid
depression. Our results also show that HF-rTMS has good
acceptability with few reports of dropout rates.

Limitations
Several limitations of this study are worth noting. First, our
meta-analysis included a limited number of studies and the
sample sizes were also small in these studies. Only nine articles met the inclusion criteria. Sample sizes of the individual
studies were small, and represented a combined total of 332
patients. Four of the studies had fewer than 40 patients. Given
this limitation, this review should be viewed with care when
applying results to clinical practice. However, small sample
size was also a problem with previous studies examining the
effects of HF-rTMS or LF-rTMS on depression in PD patients.
This small sample size is at least partially explained by the
relatively low prevalence of depression in patients with PD.
Second, with a limited number of studies reporting the outcomes of long-term antidepressant effects, this factor and the
cost-effectiveness of HF-rTMS could not be assessed here.45
Third, due to the heterogeneity of the included studies, our
findings might be restricted in coming to a robust conclusion.
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Fourth, some of the trials recruited in our analysis did not
report adequate concealment of the randomization sequence
and blinding of the investigators and outcome assessors,
which further weakened the validity of the conclusions. Large
multicenter and double-blind studies are needed to obtain
more conclusive evidence on the efficacy of HF-rTMS in the
treatment of depression in patients with PD.

Conclusion
In summary, our meta-analysis failed to demonstrate a beneficial effect of HF-rTMS for the treatment of depression
in PD patients, but it may have the advantage of producing
some improvement in motor function. However, several
factors, such as a limited number of studies, the small sample
size, and little knowledge about the long-term side-effects,
undermine the validity of our findings. There is an urgent
need for more high-quality research on HF-rTMS for the
treatment of depression in PD patients.
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Supplementary materials
Box S1 Search strategy
CENTRAL search strategy
#1. transcranial magnetic stimulation:ti,ab,kw or repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation:ti,ab,kw or rTMS:ti,ab,kw or TMS:ti,ab,kw or
noninvasive brain stimulation:ti,ab,kw
3144
#2. parkin*:ti
4723
#3. #1 and #2
124
PubMed search strategy
#1.	Search (transcranial magnetic stimulation [Title/Abstract] OR repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation [Title/Abstract] OR noninvasive
brain stimulation [Title/Abstract] OR rTMS [Title/Abstract] OR TMS [Title/Abstract])
16257
#2.	Search parkin*[Title]
57014s
#3.	Search (transcranial magnetic stimulation[Title/Abstract] OR repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation[Title/Abstract]
OR noninvasive brain stimulation [Title/Abstract] OR rTMS [Title/Abstract] OR TMS [Title/Abstract])
AND parkin*[Title] Filters: Clinical Trial
90
Embase search strategy
#1. ‘transcranial magnetic stimulation’:ti,ab OR ‘repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation’:ti,ab OR ‘noninvasive brain stimulation’:ti,ab
OR rTMS:ti,ab OR TMS:ti,ab
21,836
#2. Parkin*:ti
80,218
#3. #1 AND #2
548
#4. #3 AND (‘clinical trial’/de OR ‘randomized controlled trial’/de)
87
PsycINFO search strategy
1. (“transcranial magnetic stimulation” or “repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation” or “noninvasive brain stimulation”
or rTMS or TMS).ti. or (“transcranial magnetic stimulation” or “repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation”
or “noninvasive brain stimulation” OR rTMS or TMS).ab.
7761
2. parkin*.ti.
16991
3. 1 and 2
152
Abbreviation: rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation.
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Figure S1 Forest plots demonstrating summary effect estimates for all-cause discontinuation. Effect estimates derived using random-effects meta-analysis. Heterogeneity
expressed as χ2 and I2.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; HF-rTMS, high-frequency rTMS; IV, inverse variance;
SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
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Figure S2 Forest plots demonstrating subgroup analysis according to the different rTMS site estimates for depressive symptoms. Effect estimates derived using randomeffects meta-analysis. Heterogeneity expressed as χ2 and I2.
Abbreviations: DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; HF-rTMS, high-frequency rTMS; IV, inverse variance; M1, primary
motor cortex; SMD, standardized mean differences; SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
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